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The situation

red24 alert – 16 December 2013 – 05:44 GMT: 
Clashes between armed groups are ongoing in 
South Sudan’s capital, Juba, on 16 December. 

Heavy gunfire and mortar explosions, reportedly 
exchanged between soldiers of rival armed factions of 
the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM), began 
late on 15 December and intensified during the morning 
of 16 December. To date, violence is largely limited to 
areas associated with the Sudan People’s Liberation Army 
(SPLA), which is the standing armed wing of the SPLM. 
Unconfirmed reports indicate that elements of the SPLA 
who support President Salva Kiir have exchanged fire 
with those in support of ex-vice president Riek Machar. 
According to local sources, the violence has led to utility 
and communications disruptions in the city and Juba 
International Airport is reported to have been closed. There 
have been no reports of casualties to date.

red24’s Crisis Response Management (CRM) Centre was 
contacted by several clients with employees in Juba who 
required our advice and/or assistance following the clashes 
in the city.

How we assisted

Both the analysts and crisis support specialists convened 
to discuss the instability in South Sudan, detailing current 
events and possible future incidents. Protocols were 
compiled which contained plan of movements and facts in 
relation to the evacuations. 

As a result of the violence, several clients requested that 
red24 provide evacuation services from Juba to a safe 
haven for their employees. 

red24’s crisis support specialists identified a charter 
service and arranged flights for each employee to depart 
to Entebbe, Uganda. A consultant was deployed to escort 
each employee from their specified location in Juba, 
providing close protection services to ensure they arrived 
safely at Juba airport where they would depart for Uganda. 

One individual’s passport was located in Nairobi, Kenya, 
which meant the employee’s departure to Uganda could 
not take place. A red24 consultant in Kenya collected the 
passport at a private address, provided by the employee, 
and delivered it to a pilot departing Kenya. When the 
pilot arrived in Juba, he met with red24’s consultant and 
provided him with the employee’s passport. An airport/hotel 
transfer was provided in Uganda and hotel bookings were 
arranged by red24. 

Correspondence between red24’s consultant on the 
ground and the CRM was closely maintained, ensuring that 
pick-up times were confirmed and the wellbeing of each 
employee was attended to. The flights for each employee 
were tracked to ensure that there were no delays. 

Those who requested departure from Entebbe, Uganda 
to Nairobi, Kenya were provided with airport and hotel 
transfers and red24 arranged flight bookings and 
accommodation for Nairobi. One individual had to remain 
in Entebbe as he did not have the required pages in his 
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passport in order to travel. He was securely transferred 
by red24’s consultant to the US Embassy to obtain a new 
passport and then departed for Nairobi as planned. 

Our analysts worked closely with the crisis support 
department, monitoring the situation and thereby ensuring 
no incidents would hamper the operations. The country 
analyst provided written situation reports every 12 hours, 
which were emailed to each client. In addition, real-time 
reports informed clients of the whereabouts of employees 
and the progress of the evacuation. red24 text and email 
alerts were also sent to clients as and when incidents 
occurred. In total, red24 issued 15 alerts throughout the 
duration of the events, keeping concerned parties abreast 
of events on the ground.

red24 alert – 27 December 2013 – 17:17 GMT: 
(Update) According to the latest reports, 
government forces have recaptured the strategic 

city of Malakal, located in South Sudan’s Upper Nile state, 
on 27 December. However, heavy fighting between the 
Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) and forces loyal 
to former vice president Riek Machar, has continued in the 
immediate vicinity of the city. Tensions remain elevated, 
with reports of intermittent violence continuing throughout 
the country.

Overall, red24 assisted with the evacuation of 17 
employees from South Sudan. 
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